Hiring and Industry Insights
Where Are They Now?

- Healthcare: 14%
- Science / Research/Pharma: 13%
- Computer Science/ IT/Engineering: 13%
- Finance/Banking: 10%
- Education: 9%
- Consulting: 8%
- Merchandising/ Retail/Operations: 5%
- Law: 5%
- Government/Politics: 5%
- Advertising/ Marketing/PR: 4%
2019 Exemplary Career Center
For the continued development and implementation of thoughtful and innovative initiatives that support career development for outstanding service.

2019 Service to International Students
Recognizes college/university career services offices/career centers that have/has made an active commitment to partnering with and supporting the career development of international students.

Gold Medal District I 2019 Excellence Award
For Hiatt Career Center’s "Wisdom Wanted" alumni engagement initiative.

brandeis.edu/hiatt/about-us
Hiatt helps Brandeisians know who they are, what they want, and how to get there.
Career intersects with many areas of life, and is shaped by:

- Changing Interests
- Unexpected Events
- New opportunities
How We Work:

We educate students by creating opportunities helping them develop connections and the tools and resources to succeed.
INDUSTRY MEETUP
Biotech, Health & Science
6:00 pm - 8:00 pm | Shapiro Conference Center

COMMUNITY IMPACT & EDUCATION FAIR
10:00 am - 1:00 pm | Hassenfeld Conference Center

LAW SCHOOL RECEPTION
7:30 pm - 8:30 pm | Levin Ballroom
Creating Connections
BEYOND BRANDEIS

SEE WHERE BRANDEISIANS WORK, STUDY AND LIVE AFTER GRADUATION

go.brandeis.edu/beyondbrandeis
Explore Majors
Includes destination data since 2008

The path between a Brandeis graduate’s major and where they start working six-months after graduation is not always linear.

Each line represents one Brandeis graduate within six-months of graduation. First major is listed on the left, hover over each line for second major and first minor (when applicable).

Click on a major or industry to see where a liberal arts education at Brandeis can take you.
brandeis.edu/hiatt

Student Pages
- Exploration
- Resumes
- Cover Letters
- Identity at Work

Faculty Page
- Refer Students
- Share Opportunities
- Collaborate with Employer or Alumni
- Manage Reference Letters
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ROUND TABLE TOPICS

1. Tech: Rocket Software
2. Healthcare: Boston Children’s Hospital
3. Financial Services: Sun Life Financial
5. How Brandeis attracts and engages top employers
Share your opinion in one of our IRB-approved Faculty Focus Groups

- Tuesday, May 7 | 12:00pm - 1:00pm
- Wednesday, May 8 | 12:00 pm - 1:00 pm
- Tuesday, May 14 | 3:00 pm - 4:00 pm
- Wednesday, May 15 | 10:00 am - 11:00 am

Refreshments will be provided during each session.